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Los Angeles, CA - Most small businesses today know that landing pages, or sales funnels, are the
most effect way to find and convert their target audience online. Landing pages are able to walk the
potential customer or client through the buying process by way of a series of pages that are divided
into well thought out and segmented steps. These steps all differ in that they are dependent on the
particular product or service for sale, and the most effective way to draw a buyer in.

Landing pages can be extremely time consuming to build, especially for those that are not
experienced and still trying to learn what works and what doesn’t. However, small businesses now
have the opportunity to try a smart landing page builder for free through ClickFunnels. ClickFunnels is
a software online that allows marketing professionals or business owners to create quick and useful
landing pages online that get the job done. The software gives it’s users everything that they need in

order to properly market, sell, and deliver both their services and products through online marketing
campaigns that are proven to convert.
Users are able to quickly and easily build new landing pages with just a few clicks of the mouse,
leaving no need for a full in house marketing team or hiring a whole tech crew to get the job done.
With this free landing page builder through ClickFunnels, marketing professionals and business
owners are able to build a multitude of products including landing pages, sales funnels, product
launch funnels, automated webinar funnels, membership sites, carts, websites, etc. The software has
all of the core necessities needed and more to create successful landing pages. The list is endless of
possibilities and after the two weeks everything is included in one simple price.
To be able to see a demo of the software in action, those interested can follow this link. After
watching the demo video, those interested are able to get a free account and immediately start setting
up funnels for their business.
Disclosure: Small Businesses In The News is an independent ClickFunnels Affiliate, not an
employee. Small Business In The News receives referral payments from ClickFunnels. The opinions
expressed here are Small Businesses In The News and are not official statements of ClickFunnels or
it’s parent company, Etison, LLC.
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